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History
Five and Dime

1916 Sanborn Map

1898 Sanborn Map

1888 Sanborn Map

1884 Sanborn Map

Uses of the Site from 1871-1927
1871, 1874-77 (Adress starts off as 165-167 Broughton Street)
165, 165 ½ - Unknown
167- Cormack Hopkins, hardware, stoves, tinware and rooﬁng
1879
165- Unknown
165 ½ - George W. Allen, crockery and house furnishings
167- Cormack Hopkins, hardware, stoves, tinware and rooﬁng
1880-84
165- Jacob T Cohen, boots and shoes
165 ½ - George W. Allen, crockery and house furnishings
167- Cormack Hopkins, hardware, stoves, tinware and rooﬁng
1885
165- Soloman Cohen, boots and shoes
165 ½ - George W. Allen, crockery and house furnishings
167- Cormack Hopkins, hardware, stoves, tinware and rooﬁng
1886
165- N. Lang, no listing
165 ½ - George W. Allen, crockery and house furnishings
167- Hopkins Stove and Hardware house, T.H Cassels Manager

1889, 1888
165- Mrs Pauline Cohen, dry goods, etc
165 ½ - George W. Allen, crockery and house furnishings
167- Cornwell and Chipman (RH Cornwell and EB Chipman), hardware, stoves,
and house
furnishings
1890-99 (Adresss change)
201-203- Lindsey and Morgan (WJ Lindsay and DB Morgan) furniture, house furnishings, etc.
1901-8
201- 203- Foye and Eckstein (PT Foye and E Eckstein) Department store,
1909
201-203- Foye CO. Miss Suzie T Keare, secretary and Treasurer, J Daly, vice
president and
manager, dry
goods.
1910- Vacant
1911-1927201- 203-I.E Silver, Silver, Issac & Bro., 5 and 10 cent store

Who Owned The Building 1766 to Present Day
McFallen, John

Savannah McFallen (His wife) November 20 1766 Will

Holland, Sophia

McFallen, John

Fell, Issac April 23, 1790 Deed

Fell, Estate of Isaac

Fell, Issac

Fell, Elizabeth May 2, 1790 Deed

Turner, Thomas

Warner, William et al, November 14, 1845 10 year lease

Turner, Thomas M.

Cranston, Uriah November 1, 1857 S.D Cancelled

McFallen, Savannah

?

1784 ?

Smith, Estate ?

Turner, Thomas 1830

Holland, William July 5, 1822 Deed
Owens, George July 25, 1825 Deed

Holland, William et al
Weed, Joseph

Silver Isaac, Newman and Abe J

Cumming, John November 7, 1789 Deed

Silver Newman & Abe J

Cumming, John

Marian, Margret September 29, 1791 Deed

Weed, H.D.

Fell, Sophia

? September 29, 1791 Deed

Holland, William 1820

Weed, Joseph D July 1884 Deed

Weed, Henry D 1922 Deed

McFallen, John

Marian, Margret

?

?

Isaac Silver Bros Reality Co. 1926 Deed

Silver, Isaac 1926 PA

Silver, Isaac, Newman, Abe J 1926 Deed

Herman & Lillian Directors Foundation

201 West Broughton LLC Dec. 26, 1995 Deed

Current

Assenmesnt
Building Conditions

FIRST FLOOR

FLOORS
Hardwood ﬂoor material Southern Pine
Overall good condition they appear as if they have not been reﬁnished recently, just a
new coat of varnish has been applied.
Some gaps between ﬂoorboards throughout the space
Varnish has worn off by the front entrance
Some dents throughout the space where heavy furniture has been placed
Discoloration in center of room where a cash register was
Whole in the ﬂoor for internet wires where the cash register once was
Place a new receptacle in this place
Evidence of a patch job about ﬁve feet in from the north wall
this is evident in the store next door as well
messy cut job on whole in the ﬂoor where a pipe comes through the ﬂoor
Overall we purpose completely stripping the existing varnish and we will reﬁnish the
ﬂoor. Also we will address all gaps in the ﬂoor boards.

STONE BASE BOARD
Granite base board running the perimeter of the east and north walls
Some scuff marks a present through out
No chips
Mortar is clean and all in tacked
We plan to clean but no other repairs are needed

BASE BOARDS
Basic wooden molding about 6 inches wide and a half an inch thick running the perimeter of the west and south sides
some small nicks and dents throughout from daily wear and tare
scuff marks throughout
some of the base boards do not line up perfectly because the electrical system
forced them to shift
We propose just a fresh coat of paint to the base board

WINDOWS
Curtain system covering the east and north façade on the street level there are 22
windows thatare 6.8 by 7.5 feet
glass is in perfect condition no cracks, scratches, or chips
overall caulking is new and well done
needs repairs on windows 1,5, and 8
window 17 is a messy caulk job and needs to be cleaned
We will keep the windows just give them a good cleaning and ﬁx the caulking issues
listed above.

WALLS
The materials of the walls are plaster. The south and east walls are fully plastered and
plaster is present above the south and east window system.
hairline cracks throughout the building
a lot of lumpy rough patchwork has been done throughout
the walls appear to be bowing in some areas
near the ceiling there are a chunks missing from the walls
there are small holes near the climate control panel
paint is chipping off the wall throughout at well
We plan on sanding down the rough spots and applying a thin skim coat of plaster
over the existing walls. We are also planning on removing chipping paint and
repainting the walls.

CROWN MOLDING
The material appears to be a painted 2 x 4 nailed on with large head nails. The molding is about 11 feet from the ﬂoor and about 6 feet from the ceiling
Nails are rusting
Paint is beginning to chip off
Some dents throughout from large furniture rubbing against it
We plans on removing the existing crown molding with a new aesthetically pleasing
molding

DOOR
The front is a wooden double door with large glass panes in the centers
glass is not chipped or broken
wood panels are clean and well-kept no chipping paint or scuffs
small gap between doors about 1 inch wide
We plan in replacing the doors with a new tight ﬁtting commercial door

CEILING
The ceiling is made of pressed tin in a square quilt like pattern
Rusting away in some places
Can see a heavy paint build up and lots of chipping throughout
Discoloration in some places most likely insulation and from repairs
We purpose stripping the paint from the ceiling and reﬁnishing them. Also we plan on
replacing the tiles that are far past repair.

ELECTRICAL
All wiring hidden behind the walls and recently ﬁnished
Wiring appears to be up to code
Lighting tracks in alcoves have burned out and left scaring around them
Lighting is box ﬂorescent lights most likely because of a power surge
3 different types of track lighting along the north and east wall
We purpose to do nothing to the electrical wiring system. We do plan on removing all
the lighting ﬁxtures and replacing them with something more
Aesthetically pleasing and uniform.

COLUMNS
There are 6 metal columns in place to help support the building they have a diameter
if 1’ 6”.
Covered in scuff marks
A few dents are present around the columns
Lots of paint build up and paint is beginning to chip and crack
We plan to strip the columns and repaint them.

HV/AC
The HVAC is exposed duct work it appears that it has been installed recently.
The units are inside the building near the ceiling in the north wall. It is painted to
match the ceiling.
Calcium build up on units
Everything else appears clean and well kept
No paint build up
No dents or deterioration on the system
We plan to clean the units and repaint them to match the ceiling to which ever color
we chose.

STAIRS
The stairs are on the east side of the building about 15 feet from the corner doorway.
The materials are wooden risers and a metal decorative railing.
Railing and baluster has heavy paint buildup
Treads are worn from everyday trafﬁc near center of steps
We plan on stripping and repainting the railings, and reﬁnishing the treads.

BASEMENT

FLOOR
The material of the ﬂoor in the basement is concrete likely covering the original brick
foundation.
Various stains throughout the room
Chips and cracks all around the ﬂoor
Brick ﬂoors showing through concrete layer near the bottom of the stairs
Buildup of concrete where ﬂoors have been patched near stairs
We plan on repairing the ﬂoor and leaving it the same concrete material.

BASEBOARDS
The baseboards are a plan thin wooden board about 6 inches wide they run the
perimeter of the entire room.
Some dents and scuff throughout
No chips
No paint build up
We plan on repainting the base boards with a fresh coat of paint to clean them up.

WAINSCOTING WALLS
The west and south walls are covered in a wooden wainscoting from the ﬁve and
dime store.
Wainscoting is three different colors of white
Paint is peeling and chipping off walls throughout
Mirrors in south wall are turning black from the silver falling off
We plan on stripping the paint on the wainscoting and repainting, and leaving the mirrors as is.

MOLDING ABOVE WAINSCOTTING
The molding is a concrete slab about 2 feet wide
Missing chunks under the stairs
Uneven patchwork throughout
The concrete appears as if is melting off the walls throughout
We propose smoothening and reﬁnishing the concrete and then repainting it.

BRICK WALLS
There are three types of brick patterns all the same red brick materials.
All bricks are level
All solid tight brickwork
the brick work on the majority of the wall is mess heavy amount of mortar probably because this was not intended to be seen
We purpose to clean up the mortar job for aesthetic purposes but leave the
brickwork exposed.

CONCRETE COVERED WALLS
The wall material is a thin layer of concrete. This material is present on the north and
west walls.
Chunks of the walls are missing throughout the corners of the walls
paint is chipping off the walls
Wall is overall in good condition very smooth and clean
We plan on ﬁlling in the missing pieces and stripping and reﬁnishing the paint on the
walls

CYNDER BLOCK WALL
This wall appears to be a later addition for the service elevator it is on the south wall
near the west corner.
Remnants of drywall still existing
This wall contains the power box
Clean no chips no marks present
We plan on leaving this wall as is seeing as it will be hidden behind a wall built to
keep this away from public view.

COLUMNS

CEILING

There are 6 metal columns that have the diameter of 10 inches. They are in place for
additional support to the building
Heavy paint build up
Paint is chipping off the columns
No dents or visible damage

This ceiling is the same pressed tin as on the ground ﬂoor.
Heavy paint buildup
Paint is chipping off
Holes visible near the stairs
Patches from pervious electrical system visible

We plan to strip and reﬁnish the columns

We plan to strip and reﬁnish the ceiling and replace and tiles that are too far for
repair.

EXTERIOR

GRANITE BASE
This base runs the length of the north and east facades. It is about one and a half feet
tall.
Scuff marks throughout
Re-caulking is needed between some of the blocks
No chipping or major damage
We purpose cleaning the base and re-caulking the blocks that need it.

WINDOWS
Curtain system covering the east and north façade on the street level there are 22
windows that are …. These windows rest in a metal track to buffer from the granite
base
Good shape no chips, scratches, or breaks in glass.
Caulking is missing in the corners on window s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 16
The corners of all the windows to the apartment lobby also missing caulking
The apartment lobby windows have scuffed and heavy paint build up on
molding
We plan to clean the windows and re-caulk the windows that need repair.
We also plan of stripping the paint from the moldings and repainting them.
AWNINGS
The awning are made of a black and red canvas
that has the name of the old business printed on the front
Minor holes on south end of red awning
Heavy pollen build up on the top of all the awnings
Supports dirty but no visible damage
We plan to clean the supports and replace all of the awnings with new ones as signage
for the new business

SIGN
The ﬁve and dime signage is original and a mix of materials of wood and metal the lettering
is new and made of a type of Styrofoam
Metal boarder has water residue along all sides
Metal boarder is falling off façade above the doorway
Red backing of sign appears to be wood
Hair line cracks across entire sign

Heavy dirt build up
Wooden board appears to be peeling off under the R in silvers on the north
side as well and between the S and T on the east side
Peeling red reveals bright red plastic underneath
Very bad near the beginning of the sign on the east side
Concrete circle between the S and 5
We plan to repair the sign as necessary

